IBM: a major facilitator of Israel's
surveillance and security apparatus.
December 2021
International Business Machines Corporation, also known as IBM, is a publicly-traded
American multinational technology corporation, and one of the world’s largest and oldest computer and
IT companies.
Since the company's establishment in 1911, IBM has been complicit in human rights violations executed
by states and oppressive regimes, including providing technology to Nazi Germany during World War II,1
supplying computers for the racist population registry of the apartheid regime in South Africa,2 and
developing racist surveillance technology for the US police force.3
As will be detailed in this update, IBM is deeply complicit in Israel’s violations of the rights of Palestinian
and Syrian populations living under its direct military occupation, as well as in enhancing Israel’s
military-industrial complex, through the provision of services, technology, investment, and participation
in joint projects with the Israeli military.
Through its Israeli subsidiary, IBM plays a crucial role in enhancing and facilitating Israel’s pervasive and
systematic surveillance and control of the Palestinian and Syrian populations under its domination. IBM
designed and operates the Eitan System of the Israeli Population, Immigration and Border Authority
(hereafter: PIBA), where personal information on the occupied Palestinian and Syrian people collected
by Israel, is stored and managed. With similarities to the South African population registry deployed by
the apartheid regime for racial sorting as a basis to implement racially based laws and segregation, the
data in the Israeli registry is systematically used by Israel for the implementation of colonial policies.
Furthermore, this company feature outlines the IBM services delivered to Israel’s illegal settlement
enterprise and broader system of oppression, through the provision of services, equipment and
technology to the Israeli police.
As will be shown in the examples below, IBM provides Israel with services that serve the state's efforts
to enforce the use of biometric identification and the creation of a biometric database, which inevitably
enables the Israeli authorities to use such data for the purpose of population monitoring and control.
Prior to publication, Who Profits contacted IBM and other companies mentioned in this feature to share
information presented here and requested a response. By the time of publication, none were received.
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Services to the Israeli Administration of Border Crossings,
Population and Immigration
Eitan System
In 2017, IBM was contracted by the Israeli Population, Immigration and Border Authority (hereafter:
PIBA) to design and operate a new main computing and data storage system called Eitan.4
Between 2018 and 2021, IBM was awarded contracts for computing services and hardware due to run
until 2035, worth over NIS 800 million for the Eitan project alone,5 the Israeli government's largest
computer project.6
Since 2019, IBM through its Israeli subsidiary, IBM Israel, has acquired the overall operation of PIBA's
systems.7 The company operates PIBA’s central database and computer system, and stores all the
system’s data for the Israeli authorities.8
The Eitan system was designed to replace the Aviv System (operated and managed by HP and later by
HPE and DXC Technologies), which is currently being phased out.9
The main activity of IBM’s Eitan System is the management of the information of Israel’s population
registry’s national database.10
The registry includes information on Israeli citizens, including Palestinians who reside within the Green
Line, as well as information on Palestinians who live under Israeli occupation in East Jerusalem,11 the
West Bank, Gaza, and Syrians in the occupied Syrian Golan.12
The personal data stored in the system is collected through the Israeli population registry and through
Israeli borders and checkpoints for PIBA.13 The System is in operation at the main Israeli checkpoints in
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the occupied West Bank, which Palestinians are forced to use to cross the Green Line and move
between the West Bank, East Jerusalem and Gaza.
IBM’s System documents all crossings and main Israeli checkpoints , including the Allenby Bridge
Crossing to Jordan, which is the only access point for West Bank Palestinian residents to travel abroad
and the Erez checkpoint, the only crossing for the movement of people between besieged Gaza, Israel
and the West Bank—both controlled by Israel.14
Israel’s compiling of registration data on Palestinians in East Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza is not
new. Since the Oslo Accords, Israel has kept a copy of the Palestinian population registry from the
Palestinian Authority, data which includes the personal information and addresses of all occupied West
Bank and Gaza registered residents.15
PIBA is also part of Israel’s repressive permit regime system used to enforce movement restrictions on
Palestinians in the occupied Palestinian territories (hereafter: oPt).
The permit system requires all Palestinian residents of the oPt to obtain a permit to exercise their basic
rights and to cross the Green Line through Israeli checkpoints for any purpose,16 including work, medical
care, or family reunification.17
The application process to obtain a permit is conditioned on undergoing an extensive security
procedure, and the possession of a magnetic smart card which Palestinians over the age of 16 are
obliged to carry. The smart cards, issued by Israeli military authorities, contain personal information
including an address and photo, and an electronic chip containing biometric identifiers and
fingerprints.18
In the case of workers, work permits are issued only for sectors where there is a lack of Israeli workers,
pending a request by an Israeli employer, and requires the provision of personal information of each
Palestinian worker to PIBA.19
The systematic collection of such a large volume on information on people living under its military rule
enhances Israel’s broader cobweb of surveillance networks and technologies deployed to control and
monitor Palestinian movement.20
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Information of this kind regarding Palestinians’ movement, in this case stored by IBM’s system, has been
used in the past by Israel to target people for extortion and exertion of political pressure.21

Biometric Identification Project
The biometric identification project is part of Israel's wider biometric policy, which includes the
establishment of a biometric database compiling the biometric data of all residents. 22
Since 2017, according to government Resolution No. 2960, and following The Biometric Identification
Methods and Biometric Identification Data in Identification Documents and Database Act, 5769 – 2009,
all Israeli residents are obliged to provide a facial photograph and fingerprints to receive an
identification document i.e., an identity card or passport.23
In 2021, IBM was contracted to provide services for a remote biometric identification system for PIBA’s
biometric identification project, a contract worth NIS 5.6 million.24
That same year, it was revealed that PIBA has created an illegal biometric database of facial images
separate from the government’s official biometric database.25
However, not only Israeli residents are required to provide their biometric data. Palestinians in East
Jerusalem, the West Bank and Gaza are also forced to give their biometric data to Israeli authorities to
obtain permits to cross Israel’s checkpoints and settlements for work,26 family reunification,27 to practice
religious rituals,28 or to travel abroad.29 As noted above, obtaining such permits requires a smart card
containing an electronic chip with identification information and biometric fingerprint identifiers.30
Furthermore, Palestinians who reside in the area between the Green Line and the Separation Wall in the
occupied West Bank, referred to as the “Seam Zone” by Israel, are required to carry a biometric card
issued by Israeli authorities, to prove their place of residence and be allowed to enter.31
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This puts many Palestinians in a situation where they are forced to provide Israel with biometric data
simply to exercise basic rights and access to necessities, further entrenching, normalizing Israel’s
pervasive surveillance and control of an occupied population.

E-VISA Project
As part of the Israeli government's digital acceleration plan outlined in Resolution No. 260, IBM, along
with Elbit Systems, has been awarded a number of contracts for digitization services and data storing for
PIBA. 32 These include an NIS 18 million contract awarded to the companies in December 2020 for the
development of the E-VISA project (Marom in Hebrew).33 E-Visa is an online platform for visa
applications, the project features a “pre-passenger arrival data” collection system to be developed by
Elbit Systems.
In November 2021, the Israeli government introduced the Entry into Israel Bill (Amendment No. 33),
which outlines the taking of biometric identification data from foreigners to produce biometric
identification data,34 a new condition for the entry of foreigners into Israel, and for the granting of
residency visas, which is also dependent on them giving up their biometric data.35 The bill comes as an
amendment to an already existing PIBA database which is said to contain the biometric information of
some 210,000 foreign nationals.36

IBM Contracts with the Israeli Military
IBM’s involvement with the Israeli military dates back to the early 1960’s, when the Israeli military was
using manual mechanization machines manufactured by IBM. 37 In 1967,38 the Israeli military purchased
its first IBM computer followed by many more as part of the military’s computerization process.
Over the last decades, IBM has been supplying services to the Israeli military both directly and through
its fully owned Israeli subsidiaries, IBM Israel and Red Hat Israel.
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Red Hat – Providing Military Technology
Through its Israeli subsidiary, Red Hat Israel, IBM works extensively with the Israeli military, providing
cutting edge computing and software-based storage data centers to multiple military units.39 The Israeli
military widely uses Red Hat's Openshift software as its cloud platform and performs extensive activities
with this technology.40 Moreover, IBM company employees work closely with a number of Israeli
military units. IBM also holds joint projects with Israeli military Computer Service and Cyber Defense
Divisions in the fields of artificial intelligence and machine learning.41
In 2017, the Israeli military established its first own operational cloud in collaboration with Red Hat,
based on its technologies. The cloud was part of the Israeli Military Network Program to establish an
operational internet infrastructure which enables the sharing of operational information between
military divisions such as the Israeli Air Force, Intelligence, Ground Forces, and Navy. The project was
reportedly worth tens of millions of shekels.42

Services to the Israeli Military
In 2020, IBM was contracted by the Israeli Ministry of Defense (hereafter: IMOD) to be the main IT
provider for the Israeli military’s three new regional logistics centers for a period of 25 years.
The new technologically advanced centers are meant to provide all the military’s logistical needs and are
primarily based on robotics and sophisticated equipment provided by private companies. The contract,
shared by IBM and Israeli IT Company Malam Team, is valued at US$1 billion for both companies.43
In 2017, IBM was awarded a US$20 million contract by IMOD to operate and maintain the Israeli
military’s computing centers.44
In 2011, IBM was contracted by the IMOD for hundreds of millions of US dollars to supply the Israeli
military with storage and central servers.45
In 2008, IBM was awarded a 3-year, US$60 million contract by the Israeli military for the provision of
servers, and an additional estimated US$6-7 million contract for virtual Vmware servers.46
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Since the early 2000s, the Israeli military has outsourced software development work that was
conducted by IBM. Dozens of IBM Israel employees worked alongside soldiers from the Israeli military’s
Computer and IT Unit.47

Collaborations to Promote Israeli Militarism
IBM's work to strengthen the already reciprocal and close ties between the military and Israel’s tech
industry includes multiple joint projects with the Israeli military.
In 2020, in cooperation with the Israeli military Technology and Logistics Division, and the Start-Up
Nation Central organization, IBM launched the Cyber4s program. The Cyber4s platform, which was
launched for the first time in Israel, is intended to facilitate the smooth integration of Israeli soldiers into
the Israeli hi-tech industry. 48
IBM is also part of the Israel Innovation Authority committee that operates joint ventures with the IMOD
and the National Cyber Directorate under the directives of the Prime Minister's Office. The Directorate
supports Israeli technology companies in the field of cyber defense which market their technology and
products globally to commercial and defense markets.49
In addition, IBM is collaborating with the Israeli military and the Israeli Ministry of Education in a project
designed to encourage high school students to study computer science and technology as a way to
“preserve and improve Israel's technological excellence.50 Through the project, engineers from IBM
lecture at schools alongside military officers who give preparatory lectures to Israeli high school
students, destined for military service. 51
Moreover, IBM is a participant in iHLS INNOTECH, the International Conference and Exhibition in Israel
for Cyber and Homeland Security, organized in cooperation with the IMOD and the Israeli
Administration for the Development of Weapons and Technological Infrastructure.52 The conference
hosts senior officials from the defense establishment, police, security and intelligence agencies, and
senior executives from the defense industries in Israel and worldwide.
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IBM is also a participant, sponsor and speaker at Cybertech exhibitions in Israel, organized and
sponsored by Israel National Cyber Security Authority, the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Israeli Ministry of Economy.53
Such events are an active part of strengthening Israel's position as a global powerhouse of cybersecurity
and homeland security technology. For more on the reciprocal ties between the hi-tech industry and the
Israeli military apparatus read our report: Repression Diplomacy - The Israeli Cyber Industry.

IBM Naqab Center
In 2018, IBM launched a new cyber research center in the Gav-Yam high-tech park, located in the city of
Be'er Sheva in the Naqab.
The industrial park is located next to the Israeli military’s Telecommunication Base and Computer
Service Directorate campus, and was built as part of the Southern Relocation plan led by the Israeli
Ministry of Defense.54 The plan is designed to relocate military infrastructure, specifically military elite
tech units, and tech companies to the Naqab to enhance the integration of soldiers from cyber units in
tech companies at the end of their service, and also incentivize the movement of Jewish Israelis to the
region.55
The project is part of wider plans to strengthen Jewish settlement and development in the Naqab at the
expense of the indigenous Palestinian Bedouin communities there, who face ongoing forced
displacement and de-development by Israeli authorities. For more see: Who Profits Tools of
Dispossession in the Naqab: Development & Military Projects.

Services to Settlements
In 2019, IBM Israel hosted Ariel University’s mentoring event at the company’s complex and took part in
another event for top students at the university.56 Ariel University, located in the settlement of Ariel in
the occupied West Bank, was granted university status in 2012.57 The university is part of settlement
infrastructure and services normalizing Israel’s illegal settlements enterprise in the occupied Palestinian
Territory.
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Services to the Israeli Police
Since 1975, IBM has provided the Israel Police with computers and software equipment including a
central computer, backup libraries and operating system software.58 Many of the police computer
systems have been developed based on IBM’s hardware and software and depend solely on IBM
products. In 2016, through a contract worth NIS 3 million and an exemption from tender, IBM was
contracted by the Israel Police to be the sole supplier of software maintenance, and the sole supplier of
hardware maintenance in an additional contract. In 2014, through a two-year NIS 2.8 million contract,
IBM secured the maintenance of central computer and software licensing for two years.59
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